
We are an award-winning small batch cidery. With tiny bubbles, we produce a 
sparkling wine-like cider in a variety of sweetness levels. Elevating the apple like wineries 
treat grapes, we highlight the flavor and complexity of interesting and unique apples.                     

- Daniel & Talia Haykin
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PRESSED, FERMENTED, AND BOTTLED IN AURORA, CO
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Tasting Flights & By The Glass:

From The Tap   Glass $6 | Flight $8 (pick three)

Odds and Ends #7 [8.3% ABV] - After creating our ciders, we often find ourselves with a bit of this and a bit of 
that, which just didn't fit into a batch. We take these odds and ends and put them together to create their own gorgeous and 
unique batch. This cider has strong lemon and tangerine character alongside an apricot back drop. It is mouthwater-
ing, bright and refreshing.  The blend includes Newtown Pippin, Ashmeads Kernel, Jonathan, Spitzenberg and others. 
2018 Vintage

Goldrush [10% ABV] - Ela Family Farms, CO - Goldrush is a modern apple with high sugar content and great 
acidity.  It has big body, showcasing flavors of eucalyptus, apply candy, crystallized honey, and leafy herbs like 
cilantro. 2018 Vintage

Esopus Spitzenburg [7.1% ABV] - Yakima, WA - Esopus Spitzenberg is one of America’s most
important heirloom apples. It was one of Thomas Jefferson’s favorites, which he grew at Monticello. Papaya, pineapple 
and grape flavors and aromas. This cider is spicy, zingy, sweet and refreshing. 2017 Vintage 

Manchurian Crab Apple Blend [7.0% ABV] - Yakima, WA - This tiny apple originates from Northern 
Asia and is usually overlooked - it is used as an orchard pollinator but rarely for anything else. We believe this tiny fruit 
is exceptional and we showcase its strong tannin, lasting acidity and beautiful flavors ranging from pear to yellow 
stone fruit. 2018 Vintage 

From The Bottle                  Glass $8 | Flight $10

Jonathan [7.4% ABV] - Ela Family Farms, CO - This apple is intensely flavored, with a powerful combination 
of tart and sweet. It is one of America's classic heirlooms, discovered in 1826 in Woodstock, NY. It ferments 
white-wine like, with baked apple character, juicy fresh plums, and minerality. It is bright and refreshing, yeasty yet 
fruit forward. Apples grown at Ela Family Farms. 2018 Vintage

Harrison [7.2% ABV] - Yakima, WA - Harrison was one of America’s oldest cider apples and here prior to 
the founding of the country. It was thought to be lost but a tree was found in 1976 in NJ and brought back from 
extinction. The cider is bright and refreshing, the perfect warm weather drink. The finish is citrusy, reminiscent 
of orange peel and coriander. 2017 Vintage

Fall [6.7% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - This cider is made from apples that ripen in the fall at Masonville 
Orchards. There are dozens of varieties of apples in this blend including Ruby Jon, Jonathan, Sansa, Prairie spy, 
Kinderkrisp and others. The aroma reminds of the fresh smell of autumn. The flavor is rich and lasting with a light 
caramel undertone. 2018 Vintage

Or try a 3oz pour of any of the above for $3
Complimentary still and sparkling water available
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Good Sugar Baking Stroopwaffles - $5
Mondo Market - Nuts, dried fruit, crackers, & preserves - $10 
Mondo Market - Cheese, nuts, dried fruit, crackers & preserves - $12


